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The use of animal models in biology research continues to be necessary for the

development of new technologies and medicines, and therefore crucial for enhancing

human and animal health. In this context, the need to ensure the compliance of research

with the principles Replacement, Reduction and Refinement (the 3 Rs), which underpin

the ethical and human approach to husbandry and experimental design, has become

a central issue. The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is becoming a widely used model in the

field of behavioral neuroscience. In particular, studying zebrafish social preference, by

observing how an individual fish interacts with conspecifics, may offer insights into several

neuropsychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders. The main aim of this review is to

summarize principal factors affecting zebrafish behavior during social preference tests.

We identified three categories of social research using zebrafish: studies carried out in

untreated wild-type zebrafish, in pharmacologically treated wild-type zebrafish, and in

genetically engineered fish. We suggest guidelines for standardizing social preference

testing in the zebrafish model. The main advances gleaned from zebrafish social behavior

testing are discussed, together with the relevance of this method to scientific research,

including the study of behavioral disorders in humans. The authors stress the importance

of adopting an ethical approach that considers the welfare of animals involved in

experimental procedures. Ensuring a high standard of animal welfare is not only good

for the animals, but also enhances the quality of our science.

Keywords: zebrafish, social preference test, social behavior, oxytocin, disease model, animal welfare

INTRODUCTION

The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a small tropical freshwater fish, belonging to the cyprinid family (1).
This teleost fish first attracted the attention of aquarists, and about four decades ago began to gain
popularity in biomedical research as an animal model (2). Native to the Himalayan region, this
species has been found in a wide variety of environments, such as rice crops, ponds, rivers, and
streams (3). Surveys carried out in wild populations suggest that zebrafish prefer warm (24–35◦C)
and slow-flowing waters, characterized by slight alkalinity (pH 7–8), high transparency and the
presence of plant coverage (4, 5). Zebrafish are asynchronous, batch spawners. Their reproductive
behavior in the wild is dependent upon food availability and positively correlated with increased
rainfall (6).

Olfactory signals play an essential role in zebrafish reproduction: the presence of glucuronic
steroids, released into the water by males, induces ovulation in females. After ovulation, females
release other hormones, which in turn induce the release of gametes by males (7). The fertilized
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eggs are demersal, transparent, usually hatch in 48–72 h, and do
not receive parental care (6).With regard to biometric data, Ribas
and Piferrer (8) report that the live weight of adult zebrafish varies
between 500 and 900mg, while their body length, from the head
to the point at which the tail forks, ranges from 22 to 38mm;
they also note that the two sexes show somatic dimorphism, the
females being larger and heavier than the males. Although the
average life span of these fish is about 3 years, it has been shown
that in laboratory conditions they can survive for more than 5
years (9).

The zebrafish is omnivorous and its diet consists mainly of
zooplankton, phytoplankton and insects (8). In the laboratory,
zebrafish are mainly fed a mixture of live prey, such as
ciliates, rotifers and Artemia, and/or commercial dried feeds.
The use of live prey provides behavioral enrichment designed
to improve zebrafish welfare by encouraging the animal’s
natural predatory behavior (10). Such physical enrichment
has become mandatory for rodents, but as yet there is no
evidence suggesting that it produces improvements in zebrafish
welfare (11).

Wild zebrafish live in social groups composed of varying
numbers of individuals, depending mainly on the water flow of
the site where they live. In still and slow-flowing waters, zebrafish
have been found in small groups of 7–10 individuals, while in
fast-flowing rivers, they can be found in large shoals of up to
300 fish (12, 13). The typical laboratory housing for zebrafish
consists of transparent tanks connected to a flow-through system.
The tanks are generally kept without environmental enrichment
and their volume ranges from 1 to 10 L (11). The tanks have a
water flow rate of about 10 L/h. Graham et al. (12) and Varga
(14) suggested a stocking density of ∼5 fish per liter, but the
Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science Associations
(FELASA), in its “housing and husbandry recommendations,”
reported that a fish density of between 3 and 12 adult fish/L has no
impact on reproductive performance. It has also been suggested
that neighboring transparent tanks could act as potential stress
reducers (11).

Despite the variability of environmental conditions in nature,
a dark/light cycle of 10/14 h is recommended. That said, a 12/12 h
cycle does not seem to affect animal well-being (11). Conversely,
water quality may affect zebrafish well-being, although the same
authors suggest that zebrafish seem adaptable to a wide range
of conductivities (150–1,700 µS/cm) and pH values (6–10).
Nitrogen compounds are toxic to fish and total ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate levels should be kept below 0.1, 0.3, and 25 mg/L,
respectively. Although changes in the dark/light cycle or water
conditions could be associated with reduced egg production,
the zebrafish is adaptable and can survive in a wide range of
laboratory conditions (11).

The assessment of welfare in this animal species is based
on reproductive success and the absence of signs of illness or
excessive stress. Although cortisol levels are a useful marker of
stress in rodents, and can also be assessed in fish, either by
analyzing the water or as total body content, they do not seem
to be a good indicator of fish welfare (15).

The zebrafish are widely used animal models in several
research fields, including translational study of human and

animal diseases (16–18), developmental biology (19), and
pharmacology and toxicology (20, 21).

Since this animal model may represent a valid alternative
to the use of higher-order animals, such as mammals, its use
complies with article 13 of the EU directive on the protection
of animals used for scientific purposes (Directive 2010/63/EU).
This directive provides specific guidelines, requiring researchers
to choose procedures which “involve animals with the lowest
capacity to experience pain, suffering, distress or lasting harm.”
Moreover, some authors argue that since the zebrafish is a
“lower vertebrate,” its use complies with the “3 Rs” principles
(22), extending the replacement concept to less sentient animals
in general.

Even though rodents, such as mice (23), rats and prairie
voles (24), are the current “go to” models for studying human
social disorders, the social activity of zebrafish makes this
species a valuable model for behavioral neuroscience research.
Furthermore, unlike rodents, zebrafish are predominantly
diurnal and less sensitive to environmental disturbances (25),
and therefore facilitate behavioral observation. According to
Saverino and Gerlai (19), the zebrafish also shows a higher
degree of social cohesion compared with rodents. Finally, from
a welfare perspective, although both species are social sentient
beings, rodents, compared with zebrafish, adapt less easily to
laboratory conditions.

Adult zebrafish, both in natural and in laboratory conditions,
form groups to maximize their foraging efficiency and avoid
predation (26). At 2 weeks of age, young zebrafish start to swim
close to each other, forming social groups (27). The group of fish
that “remain together for social reasons” is commonly termed a
shoal (28), whereas a school is any group of fish within a shoal
that exhibits a collective behavior characterized by alignment of
bodies and coordinated swimming velocity (28). This schooling
behavior has evolutionary advantages, such as more effective
predator evasion and increased swimming efficiency (28, 29).
Even though there are significant differences between shoaling
and schooling, these two terms are often used interchangeably
in research studies. Study of the zebrafish behavioral repertoire
includes behaviors related to single individuals, such as
modalities of swimming (30) and of prey capture (31), emotional
responses to stimuli (32), and cognitive abilities (33), as well
as group-level behaviors, such as shoaling, schooling (34) and
courtship (35).

The two major approaches employed to investigate the
diversity of social behavior displayed by animals, including
humans, focus either on the mechanism or on the function
of the studied behavior (36). To investigate the mechanisms
of behaviors, neuroscientists have developed highly specialized
tool kits that allow exploration of normal and abnormal
social behaviors, particularly in species well-suited to the
laboratory (37), such as mice (38) and zebrafish (19, 39). In the
laboratory, the study of zebrafish group forming is fundamentally
approached in two different ways (40). One is to observe freely
moving fish and record various behavioral parameters of a
shoal, such as distances between subjects and synchronization
of movements within the shoal (41). The second is to conduct
a social preference test, which consists of using social stimuli in
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order to investigate the behavioral response of a single fish to a
shoal/s (19).

Additional methods to test social behavior in zebrafish are the
mirror biting test and the predator exposure test. The mirror
biting test involves measuring the social/aggressive response
of a solitary zebrafish to its mirror image (42). The predator
exposure test, involving the presence of live or robotic, sympatric
or allopatric, predators, induces stress and fear in zebrafish,
increasing their shoal cohesion (43); this anti-predatory response
has been mostly employed to study anxiety and fear-related
behavior (44).

THE SOCIAL PREFERENCE TEST

Social preference can be defined as the predilection of individuals
to live near conspecifics (45). In zebrafish, this social behavior
is assessed by observing how an individual responds to, or
interacts with, a social stimulus. Social preference tests have been

developed for zebrafish that are similar to those used in rodents
(46). Social preference tests are composed of two operational
phases. The first is the habituation phase, during which the
tested zebrafish is left alone in a chamber of the test tank to
explore the novel environment. The second is the interaction
phase, which starts with the introduction of the social stimulus
consisting of one, or usually two, small groups of live conspecifics.
Alternatively, the social stimulus can consist of a pre-recorded
video of live fish shown on a computer monitor, computer
animated (moving) images of zebrafish (40), or virtual reality
systems (47).

To test social behavior toward a single stimulus, a rectangular-
shaped tank can be used; this is divided into two chambers with a
transparent barrier that allows visual contact between the tested
fish and the shoal. To test, simultaneously, preference between
two different social stimuli, it is common to use a rectangular
tank divided into three chambers (Figure 1A). Alternatively, a T-
maze, adapted for this same purpose, can be used; in this case, the
guillotine doors are used to seal off the horizontal section of the

FIGURE 1 | (A) social preference test tank with three chambers (five areas) and two social stimuli. a) left social stimulus chamber; b) +c) +d) tested fish chamber; e)

right social stimulus chamber; b) area of social preference for the left social stimulus; d) area of social preference for the right social stimulus c) area of no social

preference; (B) T-maze modified for the social preference test with two social stimuli. (C) T-maze modified for the social preference test with one social stimulus. The

dashed lines show where additional chamber dividers can potentially be placed.
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maze, which is then divided into three chambers (Figures 1B,C).
The T-maze is a laboratory apparatus commonly used to test
cognitive abilities in rodents (48).

During the test, the fish are left to swim and roam free within
their respective chambers (26) and the behavioral response
of the tested zebrafish is video-recorded with a camera and
tracked using specific software (see Supplementary Video).
Social preference is usually assessed by measuring the time spent
by the observed fish in the areas proximal to the social stimulus;
this time is then expressed as a percentage of the total time.
The preference area can also be divided into zones of “strong”
and “weak” social preference, according to the distance from the
social stimulus chamber, as recently reported by Aslanzadeh et al.
(49) and Landin et al. (50).

The social preference test could be useful for assessing
variables that can influence zebrafish social behavior in
laboratory conditions, and for investigating, from a translational
perspective, the effects of drugs, medications and hormones.
The social preference test may also be useful in efforts to
find a valid zebrafish model for human neuropsychiatric
and neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by
social impairments.

It is well-known that social behavior assessments can be
influenced by multiple factors, such as differences in individual
phenotypes, life-history stages and social contexts (37). Social
preference in zebrafish can be influenced by many endogenous
and exogenous variables. These variables may be classified into
two categories: the individual characteristics of the observed fish,
namely its age, sex and personality, and the characteristics of
the group members (i.e., of the social stimulus in the social
preference test), namely their number, size, sex ratio, phenotype,
and kinship between individuals. On the other hand, the
exogenous variables that may potentially affect social preference
findings are essentially the different environmental conditions
(i.e., the water temperature and the tank volume), the test room
brightness, the size and number of the preference areas, the
presence of environmental enrichment, and the duration of the
habituation and interaction phases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A literature search of the PubMed database up to March 31st,
2020 was performed using the terms “social preference” (All
Fields) AND “zebrafish” (All Fields). The search yielded 22
matches, but one article was excluded because it was not an
original research paper. The references of these publications were
examined and a further 8 papers were identified; these were
critically evaluated and one was excluded because the authors
tested more than one fish simultaneously, i.e., they combined a
shoaling/schooling-test with a social preference test. Overall, 28
articles were included in this review (see Figure 2 for a schematic
summary of the methodology) and then grouped into three
categories: 4 studies carried out with untreated wild-type (WT)
zebrafish, 20 with pharmacologically treated WT zebrafish, and
4 with genetically manipulated fish. Table 1 gives details of the
experimental protocols of all the studies included in the review.

STUDIES CARRIED OUT WITH
UNTREATED WT ZEBRAFISH

The purpose of studies of this kind is to observe and describe the
variables that can affect zebrafish social behavior in laboratory
conditions. The studies in this category examined the influence
of phenotype and environmental conditions, as well as the
perception of chemosensory cues in WT zebrafish.

An early study of factors affecting zebrafish social preference
focused on visual signals, and in particular on fish pigment
patterns (51). Engeszer and colleagues reported that zebrafish
showed a strong positive social preference for individuals with
a similar phenotype: WT preferred WT, and nacre (strains with
no melanophore stripes) preferred nacre (70). Moreover, the
authors suggested that visual social preference in zebrafish is
not innate, but depends on early environmental conditions,
since fish reared in isolation did not show any phenotypic
preference, whereas WT raised with nacre siblings preferred
nacre, and nacre raised with WT siblings preferred WT (51).
The visual characteristics of both living zebrafish and computer-
animated zebrafish images could also affect social preference
(19). When social stimuli consisted of conspecifics of different
sizes, tested zebrafish preferred to interact with fish of larger
size, presumably to reduce predation risks (49). In addition,
WT AB strain zebrafish of the same age and size and seem to
prefer unfamiliar over familiar conspecifics when the separation
barrier allows the passage of some water and they are allowed
to perceive chemosensory cues (26). Another variable that could
influence social preference in zebrafish is water temperature, an
abiotic parameter critical for all acquatic animals. Although wild
zebrafish have a wide thermal tolerance (from 6.7 to 41.7◦C),
reduced social preference has been observed as an effect of
increasing the water temperature of the rearing tanks from 26 to
34 ◦C for 21 days (52).

STUDIES CARRIED OUT WITH
PHARMACOLOGICALLY TREATED WT
ZEBRAFISH

The studies in this category were conducted with the aim of
identifying the effects of drugs, medications and hormones on
social behavior, highlighting their translational implications.

In the last few years, numerous neurobehavioral studies have
been carried out to test the effects of different molecules on
zebrafish social preference. Results suggest that social preference
in adult WT fish may be modulated using the neuropeptides
isotocin and vasotocin (homologs of mammalian oxytocin
and arginine-vasopressin) and their antagonists (57, 59). This
hypothesis has been validated in other freshwater fish species on
the basis of evidence that isotocin modulates fish responsiveness
to social stimuli (71), in line with what has been observed
with oxytocin in mammals (72, 73). In both larvae and adult
zebrafish, social preference was abolished after administration
of the glutamate antagonist MK-801, which worked by blocking
the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (56, 60, 63). Treatments with
zebrafish “oxytocin” (zOT) or with carbetocin, a zOT receptor
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FIGURE 2 | PRISMA flow diagram of the literature search process.

agonist, reversed social deficits in zebrafish induced by exposure
to the antagonist MK-801, while the zOT receptor antagonist L-
368,899 did not reverse the same deficits (63). Administration
of L-368,899 was found to inhibit social preference in adult and

larval zebrafish, strengthening the evidence that zOT receptors
are involved in the regulation of social behavior (50).

Scerbina et al. (27) suggested that genetic differences,
too, can affect both behavioral and neurochemical responses
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TABLE 1 | An overview of social preference test in zebrafish.

Assessed variable Strain Tested fish

per group

Sex of tested

fish

Age of tested

fish

Test tank characteristics Social stimulus Behavioral

protocols

Results References

STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN UNTREATED WT ZEBRAFISH

Phenotype and rearing

management

AB and

nacre

33–38 Mixed 5–6 months One 245 L tank (122×32×55 cm,

L×W×H) divided into three chambers:

one for AB, one for nacre and a central

one for the tested fish

4 AB vs. 4 nacre fish Habituation phase:

10min; interaction

phase: 15min

Zebrafish showed positive

social preference with

individuals of the same

phenotype with which they

were raised

(51)

Visual characteristics of animated

zebrafish images

SF 10 50-50% m-f 6–8 months One 40 L tank (51 × 30 × 25 cm, L × W

× H) with flat LCD computer screens for

social stimuli on its left and right sides

1 modified vs. 1

unmodified

computer-animated

female zebrafish

Habituation phase:

10min; interaction

phase: 5min

Visual characteristics of

animated zebrafish images

affected social preference

(19)

Body size of conspecifics n.a. 6–7 Males 3–12 months One 14 L tank (58 × 15 × 15 cm, L × W

× H) divided into three chambers: one for

large conspecifics, one for small

conspecifics, and a central one for tested

fish

3 large vs. 3 small

conspecifics

Habituation phase:

10min; interaction

phase: 10min

Zebrafish males preferred to

socialize with larger body size

conspecifics compared with

smaller ones

(49)

Familiarity of conspecifics AB n.a. n.a. n.a. One tank (19 × 13.2 × 9.3 cm, L × W ×

H) divided into five chambers: one for

familiar conspecifics, one for unfamiliar

conspecifics, two empty, and a central

one for tested fish

3 familiar vs. 3

unfamiliar

conspecifics

Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 5min

Zebrafish showed increased

social preference for unfamiliar

over familiar conspecifics

(26)

Temperature increase from 26 to

34◦C

AB 15 50-50% m-f 12 months Three aligned 4 L tanks (25 × 28 ×

16 cm, L × W × H). One for the social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

3 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 10min

Heat treatment reduced social

preference

(52)

STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN PHARMACOLOGICALLY TREATED WT ZEBRAFISH

Alcohol treatment, chronic (10 days

in 0.50% alcohol v/v) and then

acute (1 h in 0.25, 0.50, or 1.00%

alcohol v/v)

AB and

SF

13–18 50-50% m-f 12 months One 37 L tank (50 × 25 × 30 cm, L × W

× H) with flat LCD computer screens, for

displaying social stimuli, on its left and

right sides

5

computer-animated

conspecifics

Habituation phase:

8min; interaction

phase: 8min

AB fish exposed to chronic and

subsequently to 1.00% acute

alcohol treatment showed

reduced social preference,

while SF fish did not

(53)

Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)

treatment (20min in 5, 25, 50, 75,

100 or 250 µg/L)

SF 10 Mixed 5–7 months Five areas of a modified T-maze (50 × 10

× 10 cm, L × W × H). One chamber for

the social stimulus, one empty chamber

for no social stimuli, and the central

chamber (divided into three areas), for

tested fish

1 conspecific Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 6min

LSD treatment did not

influence zebrafish social

preference

(54)

Ketamine treatment (20min in 2, 20,

or 40 mg/L)

SF 12 Mixed 5–7 months Five areas of a modified T-maze (50 × 10

× 10 cm, L × W × H). One chamber for

the social stimulus, one empty for no

social stimuli, and the central chamber

(divided into three areas), for tested fish

1 conspecific Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 6min

Ketamine treatment did not

affect zebrafish social

preference

(55)

MK-801 treatment (30min in 2, 20,

or 100µM)

SF 8 50-50% m-f 6–8 months Three aligned 2 L tanks (21 × 10 ×

10 cm, L × W × H). One for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

5 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 30min

MK-801, at the highest dose

(100µM), significantly reduced

fish social preference

(56)

Isotocin and vasotocin injection

(0.001–40 ng/kg body weight)

n.a. 10 50-50% m-f 6–12 months One tank (122 × 32 × 55 cm, L × W ×

H) divided into three chambers: one for

WT conspecifics, one for nacre mutants,

and a central one for tested fish

4 conspecifics Habituation phase:

5min; interaction

phase: 15min

Both neuropeptides increased

social preference in a

dose-dependent manner

(57)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Assessed variable Strain Tested fish

per group

Sex of tested

fish

Age of tested

fish

Test tank characteristics Social stimulus Behavioral

protocols

Results References

D1-receptor antagonist SCH23390

treatment (30min in 0.1 or 1.0 mg/L)

AB and

SF

20 50-50% m-f 4–6 months One 37 L tank (50 × 25 × 30 cm, L × W

× H) with flat LCD computer screens for

social stimuli on its left and right sides

5

computer-animated

female zebrafish

conspecifics

Habituation phase:

8min; interaction

phase: 8min

In AB fish treated with the high

concentration of SCH23390,

social preference was

impaired. In the SF strain, no

significant effects were

observed

(27)

Indole alkaloid ibogaine treatment

(20min 10 or 20 mg/L)

SF 15 50-50% m-f 5–8 months Five chambers of a modified T-maze (50

× 10 × 10 cm, L × W × H). One

chamber for social stimulus, one empty

for no social stimuli, and the central three

chambers for tested fish

1 conspecific Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 6min

Ibogaine treatment did not

influence zebrafish social

preference

(58)

Injection of isotocin, an isotocin

antagonist, or vasotocin, a

vasotocin antagonist (10µg/g body

weight)

n.a. 20 100% females 4–5 months One tank (150 × 50 cm, L × W) divided

into three chambers: one for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

8 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 10min

Vasotocin and its antagonist

decreased social preference,

while isotocin and its

antagonist had no significant

effects on social preference

(59)

MK-801 treatment (1 h in 100µM)

or acute alcohol treatment (1 h in

0.125 or 0.50% alcohol v/v)

AB 177 for

MK-801, 96 for

low and 82 for

high alcohol

treatments

n.a. 3 weeks One tank (4 × 3.2 cm, L × W) divided

into three chambers: one for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli

and a central one for tested fish

1 or 3 conspecifics Habituation phase:

15min; interaction

phase: 15min

After blocking of NMDA

receptors, fish exhibited no

social preference. Alcohol

treatment significantly reduced

social preference only at the

higher dose

(60)

Injection of amphetamine derivatives

DOB (0.05–2 mg/kg), PMA

(0.0005–2 mg/kg), MDMA (0.25–20

mg/kg) or ritanserin (0.025–2.5

mg/kg body weight) in association

with the maximal doses of DOB,

PMA or MDMA

SF 10 50-50% m-f 6–12 months One tank (122 × 32 × 55 cm, L × W ×

H) divided into five areas: the outermost

chambers as stimulus areas with pictures

of zebrafish as social stimuli, and the

central three areas (1 chamber) for tested

fish

Pictures of 6

conspecifics (SF vs.

nacre)

Habituation phase:

5min; interaction

phase: 15min

Inverted-U shape

dose-dependent increase in

social preference was

observed for DOB, PMA and

MDMA treatments

(61)

Fluoxetine (15min in 50 µg/L) and

diazepam (15min in 16 µg/L)

SF 7–10 50-50% m-f 6 months Three aligned tanks (30 × 15 × 10 cm, L

× W × H). One for social stimulus, one

empty for no social stimuli, and a central

one for tested fish

15 conspecifics Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 10 s

Fluoxetine (15min in 50 µg/L)

and diazepam (15min in 16

µg/L) decreased social

preference

(62)

MK-801 treatment (15min in 5µM)

and subsequent oxytocin,

carbetocin or L-368,899 injection

(10 ng/kg body weight)

SF

(Tübingen)

16 n.a. 6–8 months Three aligned tanks (30 × 10 × 15 cm, L

× W × H). One for social stimulus, one

empty for no social stimuli, and a central

one for tested fish

15 conspecifics Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 5min

MK-801 induced a decrease in

social preference. Oxytocin

and carbetocin re-established

this behavior, while L-368,899

did not

(63)

Sodium valproate treatment,

chronic (from 1 dpf 7 h per day for 6

days in 20µM) or acute (at 1 dpf 7 h

in 100µM)

AB 60 n.a. 1 month One tank divided into two chambers: one

for social stimulus and one for tested fish

(7 × 4.2 cm, L × W).

6 conspecifics Habituation phase:

20min; interaction

phase: 30min

Chronic exposure to sodium

valproate significantly impaired

social preference, while acute

exposure did not

(45)

Acute alcohol treatment (at 1dpf 2 h

in 0.01, 0.25, 0.50, or 1.00%

alcohol v/v)

SF 8 50-50% m-f 4 months Three aligned tanks. One for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish.

3 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 6min.

Embryonal exposure to alcohol

reduced social preference in a

dose dependent manner

(64)

Acute alcohol treatment in

association with taurine treatment

(1 h in 0.25% alcohol v/v and in 42,

150 and 400 mg/ L of taurine)

SF 10–12 50-50% m-f 4–6 months One tank (25 × 10 × 15 cm, L×W×H)

divided into three chambers: one for

social stimulus, one empty for no social

stimuli, and a central one for tested fish

4 conspecifics Habituation phase:

30 s; interaction

phase: 1min

Acute alcohol exposure in

association with the highest

dose of taurine significantly

reduced social preference

(21)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Assessed variable Strain Tested fish

per group

Sex of tested

fish

Age of tested

fish

Test tank characteristics Social stimulus Behavioral

protocols

Results References

Formalin-inactivated Aeromonoas

hydrophila bacterin injection (50 µL

of 4 × 105 )

n.a. 12 Mixed 6 months One tank (24 × 8 × 20 cm, L × W × H)

divided into three chambers: one for

social stimulus, one empty for no social

stimuli, and a central one for tested fish

15 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 1min

Formalin-inactivated

Aeromonoas hydrophila

bacterin injection reduced

social preference

(17)

Untreated tannery effluent exposure

(30 days in 0.1 and 0.3% of body

biomass)

n.a. 15 in each

group

Mixed 6–8 months Three aligned 5 L tanks (20 × 15 ×

20 cm, L × W × H). One for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

6 conspecifics Habituation phase:

4min; interaction

phase: 4min

Untreated tannery effluent at

the highest dose reduced

social preference

(20)

Alcohol treatment, intermittent acute

(20min per day for 4 days in 1%

alcohol v/v) and intermittent chronic

(20min per day for 16 days in 1%

alcohol v/v)

SF 25 in each

group

Mixed 4–5 months Three aligned tanks. One for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

5 conspecifics Habituation phase:

2min; interaction

phase: 5min

Acute alcohol exposure

significantly reduced social

preference, while chronic

exposure did not

(65)

Chronic acesulfame treatment (2

months in 1, 10 or 100 mg/L)

AB 12 in each

group

n.a. 9 months One tank (30 × 10 × 10 cm, L × W × H)

divided into three chambers: one for

social stimulus and two for tested fish

6 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 3min

Chronic acesulfame exposure

reduced social preference

(66)

L-368,899 injection (100µg/g body

weight).

AB 21 in each

group

50-50% m-f n.a. One tank (90 × 30 cm, L × W) divided

into three chambers: one for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli,

and a central one for tested fish

8 conspecifics Habituation phase:

10min; interaction

phase: 15min

L-368,899 injection reduced

social preference

(50)

L-368,899 treatment (1 h in 100µM) AB 77–87 in each

group

n.a. 3 weeks One tank (4 × 3.2 cm, L × W) divided

into three chambers: one for social

stimulus, one empty for no social stimuli

and a central one for tested fish

1 conspecific Habituation phase:

15min; interaction

phase: 15min

L-368,899 treatment reduced

social preference

(50)

STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN GENETICALLY ENGINEERED ZEBRAFISH

otpa and otpb 10 in each

group

n.a. n.a. One tank divided into three chambers:

one for social stimulus, one empty for no

social stimuli, and one for tested fish

4 conspecifics Habituation phase:

5min; interaction

phase: 9min

otpa mutants showed reduced

social preference as compared

with WT and otpb mutants

(67)

reln 10–12 in each

group

Mixed 3–6 months One tank divided into five chambers: one

for social stimulus, three empty, and a

central one for tested fish

3 conspecifics Habituation phase:

n.a.; interaction

phase: 5min

reln mutants showed similar

social preference as compared

with WT

(68)

dyrk1aa 6–7 in each

group

Males 3–12 months One 14 L tank (58 × 15 × 15 cm, L × W

× H) divided into three chambers: one for

large conspecifics, one for small

conspecifics, and a central one for tested

fish

3 large vs. 3 small

WT conspecifics

Habituation phase:

10min; interaction

phase: 10min

dyrk1aa heterozygous

zebrafish exhibited a

significantly higher preference

for the large conspecifics, while

homozygous KO zebrafish

showed no such preference

(49)

oxtr 10–14 in each

group

Mixed 3–6 months One tank (20 × 19 × 5 cm, L × W × H)

divided into three chambers: one for

social stimulus, one empty for no social

stimuli, and one for tested fish

4 conspecifics Habituation phase:

5min; interaction

phase: 10min

oxtr mutants showed normal

social preference

(69)

n.a, data not available; m-f, males-females ratio; SF, short fin; DOB, 2,5-dimetoxy-4-bromo-amphetamine hydrobromide; PMA, para-methoxyamphetamine; MDMA, 3,4 methylene-dioxymethamphetamine; dpf, days post-fertilization.
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in WT zebrafish. In a condition characterized by impaired
dopamine-regulated motivation and/or reward mechanisms,
induced experimentally through treatment with a dopamine
receptor antagonist (SCH23390), WT AB strain fish showed
reduced social preference compared with untreated fish of
the same strain. On the contrary, the WT short fin (SF)
strain, submitted to the same treatment, showed no differences
compared with untreated fish of the same strain (27). Similarly,
both chronic alcohol exposure and alcohol withdrawal abolished
social preference in WT AB strain zebrafish, but not in SF
strain animals (53). Conversely, both alcohol exposure during
embryonic development (64) and acute alcohol treatment (60,
65) were found to affect social preference in the two WT
strains considered. Zebrafish social preference was also impaired
when acute exposure to alchool was associated with taurine, a
β-amino sulfonic acid with a neuromodulatory function that
influences complex behaviors (21). Moreover, in AB larvae,
chronic exposure to sodium valproate, an anti-epileptic drug,
markedly reduced zebrafish social preference (45).

Reductions in zebrafish social preference were observed in sick
adult fish with an inflammatory response induced by bacterin
inoculation (17), and in adult zebrafish chronically exposed to
untreated tannery effluents, this latter evidence indicating a
neurotoxic action of bioaccumulated pollutants, predominantly
heavy metals and toxic organic compounds (20). Chronic
exposure to acesulfame, an artificial sweetener considered a new
environmental pollutant, reduced social preference in adult WT
AB strain fish (66).

Social preference in adult SF strain animals was not affected
by administration of drugs such as lysergic acid diethylamide
(54), ibogaine (58), or ketamine (55), whereas it has been
found to be promoted by amphetamines (61) and decreased
by administration of the psychotropic drugs fluoxetine and
diazepam (62).

STUDIES CARRIED OUT WITH
GENETICALLY ENGINEERED ZEBRAFISH

This category includes studies investigating human
neuropsychiatric disorders from a genetic point of view.
Their main aim is to find a valid zebrafish model for autism
spectrum disorder.

Recent studies have provided evidence suggesting that genetic
differences result in different pattern of social behavior (74)
since several genes participate in social preference development
in zebrafish. A single mutation in the zebrafish gene otpa,
involved in the development of “oxytocinergic” neurons and in
hypothalamic functions, seemed to reduce fish social preference
by impairing neuropeptide switching in the “oxytocin” neuronal
system (67). Zebrafish reln mutants, characterized by alterations
in the signaling pathway of reelin, a glycoprotein important
for brain patterning during development, did not show
reduced social preference (68). In zebrafish, knocking out
of dyrk1aa, a gene that has been shown to exhibit features
potentially relevant to human autism spectrum disorders, caused
impairment of social preference (49). Instead, oxtr mutant fish,

lacking a functional “oxytocin” receptor, displayed normal social
preference for conspecifics (69).

DISCUSSION

The scientific literature suggests that the standardization of
behavioral tests is an urgent requirement in many research
fields (75, 76), since the implementation of standardized
approaches to the study of social behavior in zebrafish will
improve the reliability and usefulness of studies using these
animals. Moreover, sharing methods and data between research
laboratories could be the key to minimizing the number of
animals used for the same purpose. Based on this evidence, the
main goal of this review was to evaluate the determinants capable
of influencing the results of social preference tests and to provide
guidelines for standardizing social preference assays.

Endogenous Factors
Several studies have found that zebrafish prefer socializing
with conspecifics of similar phenotypes, age and size, and that
these preferences are shown toward both live and computer-
animated fish (19, 77, 78). On the contrary, Aslanzadeh et al. (49)
suggested that zebrafish prefer to interact with fish of a larger
size probably in order to reduce predation risks. With regard
to zebrafish phenotypes, the studies considered in the present
review focused mainly on two WT strains: AB and SF. Even
though these strains look morphologically identical, the genetic
variance between them could influence their social preferences
(27). For this reason, and with a view to standardizing social
preference assays, it is suggested that both size and phenotype
should always be taken into account when performing social
preference tests.

With regard to social stimuli, it is important, first, to mention
the lack of data on the level of kinship of the subjects used to
form the groups, even though it is conceivable that aggressive
behaviors within groups could affect the preference of tested
fish. The second point is the high variability of the number of
individuals employed to test social stimuli. Indeed, the reviewed
studies employed groups ranging from 1 to 15 adults, and from 1
to 6 larvae.

Moreover, in sexually mature zebrafish, a third crucial variable
for interpretation of data in social stimuli studies is the sex ratio
in the groups. After excluding the two studies carried out on
zebrafish larvae, whose sex cannot be identified (45, 60), only a
minority of the reviewed studies (4 of 26) were found to have used
a balanced ratio ofmales to females as social stimuli. In four cases,
the researchers employed only females in order to minimize
male-to-male aggressive behavior during the test. Conversely, 17
studies did not clearly state the sex ratio of the fish utilized as the
social stimulus, while one study employed a general mixed-sex
group of fish (17). Since the social stimulus is a key variable when
performing the social preference test, in accordance with Pham
et al. (46), it is suggested to form stimulus groups with a balanced
sex ratio, unless there are specific different goals.

Additionally, the sex of tested animals remains also a
variability with 12 of the 26 studies testing an equal number of
males and females, and eight using general mixed-sex samples.
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In four studies the authors did not clearly state the sex ratio of
the tested fish, and in one study, not even the number of tested
fish was reported (26).

Another aspect to be considered is the possible bias resulting
from the personality (76) of the tested subject. In the studies
reviewed—this review did not include the study by Seibt
et al. (79), who tested five fish simultaneously—, only one
individual was tested per experimental session. It could be
crucial to measure, through standardized protocols, the boldness
of fish before going on to test their social preference. This
approach may make it possible to distinguish, and therefore
determine, the sociability of both shyer and bolder individuals
(80). Fontana et al. (21), for example, excluded from their
analysis subjects that spent more than 80% of the interaction
time immobile.

Exogenous Factors
In relation to the possible role of environmental factors in social
preference testing, the reviewed literature was found to lack
specific data. The tank and chamber sizes, as well as the volume
and temperature of the water and the brightness of the test room
could all influence social behavior and should always be taken
into account and reported in detail. The size and number of
preference areas could also influence the results of the experiment
and therefore give rise to biases when comparing different
studies. In addition, as reported by Pham and colleagues, when
performing a binary choice test with a single social stimulus,
it is essential to alternate the left/right position of the social
stimulus between trials to overcome any lateral bias in the
fish (46).

Even though social preference is mediated by vibration and
chemosensory cues (58), several studies have suggested that
sociability in zebrafish is mainly dependent on vision (60, 81).
On this basis, the morphological traits of the fish are the main
factors to be taken into account when testing sociability, yet
without neglecting the other sensory stimuli. Although Pham
et al. (46) argue that the transparent dividers between the
different test tank chambers should be as tightly sealed as
possible to prevent any uncontrolled influence of chemosensory
cues (46), the presence of non-visual stimuli could actually be
essential in enabling subjects to recognize familiar or unfamiliar
groups of fish (26). It has been shown that even zebrafish larvae
can distinguish related conspecifics through olfactory signals
(82). Thirteen of the 28 reviewed studies employed watertight
chambers or separate tanks, and four studies used computer-
animated images. Computer vision, robotics and virtual reality
technologies, by allowing social stimuli to be repeated identically,
could improve the consistency of the social preference test and
minimize the number of animals used in the study, but this
approach raises a number of important considerations, such as
additional costs, the need for specific knowledge and expertise,
and the complete absence of all sensory stimulation other
than visual stimulation. Of the studies reviewed in the present
investigation, only two definitely allowed olfactory stimulation
during tests, while three studies used themodified T-maze, whose
guillotine doors presumably allow the passage of some water.
Conversely, six studies did not state clearly whether or not

the barrier between the tested subject and the social stimulus
was watertight.

Finally, when assessing social preference in zebrafish, the other
main variables to consider are the duration of the habituation
and interaction phases. In the reviewed studies, the habituation
phase lasted from 30 s to 20min, with a mode of 30 sec, but
seven studies did not report the habituation time at all. The
interaction phase lasted between 10 s and 30min, with a mode
of 5min. Standardization of the test duration, unless there are
special needs, would be beneficial, making it easier to compare
different studies and to determine inter-assay variability. Like
Raymond et al. (83), we suggest prolonging the habituation phase
to 6min, as a significant increase in exploratory behavior and a
decrease in freezing behavior are typically observed in this time
frame. As mentioned, the habituation phase could also be used to
assess the personality of each tested individual before performing
the social preference test.

Recommendations
In compliance with the Reduction criterion, (84), and
considering the findings of Angiulli et al. (52), we suggest
that significant data may be obtained using a number of tested
animals ranging from twelve to fifteen. Moreover, with regard
to the social stimulus, the findings of the present review suggest
using groups of four individuals per stimulus, well-matched for
sex, development stage and familiarity.

The scientific literature on zebrafish social preference testing
suggests that both endogenous and exogenous factors could
influence the behavioral response of the observed subjects.
Essentially, the endogenous factors are their morphological and
behavioral characteristics, i.e., phenotype, while the exogenous
factors include aspects of fish management, environmental
parameters, and possible pharmacological treatments.

Considering the main objective of this investigation, we
suggest that recommendations/guidelines for a standardized
social preference test might be summarized as follows:

• Duration of habituation and interaction phase: 6min.
Assessing the time required by the tested fish to start displaying
exploratory behavior could be useful for determining social
preference in relation to animal personality.

• Social stimulus. The social stimulus group should comprise
four conspecific fish, familiar with each other in order to
prevent aggressive behaviors, and having a balanced sex ratio.
These fish should be the same age/size as the tested fish.

• Apparatus. The apparatus used should be an adapted T-maze
with non-watertight barriers, to allow social information to be
derived also from chemosensory cues in situations in which
kinship with the social group is crucial. On the contrary, the
transparent dividers between the different test tank chambers
should be as tightly sealed as possible when kinship with the
social group may be a confounding variable.

• Environment. The water should be changed for each tested
subject and the environmental conditions should be as similar
as possible to those of the rearing tank. Changing the water can
be a source of stress for these animals, and this sensitivity to
changes in water conditions must be borne in mind when the
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dividers between the tank chambers are non-watertight. The
volume and temperature of the water and the brightness of the
test room should remain as constant as possible.

CONCLUSION

Despite possible biases resulting from the impossibility of
controlling all the variables involved, the social preference
test remains a simple and versatile assay that could provide
revealing new insights into the mechanisms of neuropsychiatric
and neurodevelopmental diseases characterized by social ability
impairments. Application of this test in neurobehavioral research
might offer two main advantages. Compared to shoaling and
schooling assays, social preference test has the advantage of
allowing examination of a single individual as opposed to a
group of individuals. Moreover, compared to the mirror biting
test and the predator exposure test, social preference test might
be considered a low-stress assay since the social stimulus is
less threatening.
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